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For some years now, and as a result of the natural disasters that have struck Central America, disaster risk 
management has increased in importance and has attracted more attention. It needs to be based on a solid 
set of ground rules, covering both regulatory and legislative aspects. Little by little, through regional and 
international initiatives, Central America has come to understand that risk management depends not only 
on a realistic grasp of the threat but also on the decision and political will of the authorities, and of society 
as a whole, to reduce vulnerability.  
 
Nevertheless, although it is now recognized that disaster risk management involves a series of stages and 
the intervention of numerous stakeholders and sectors, unfortunately there is still no integral approach to it. 
That is to say, due consideration has yet to be given to the joint participation of government and established 
local social agents in programs, strategies, and plans of action. Nor has it been fully grasped that processes 
such as the mitigation of, and response to, emergencies supplement efforts to reduce risk and involve, for 
instance, prevention and adaptation.  
 
That is why, through its Department of Sustainable Development (OAS/DSD) and its projects, the GS/OAS 
cooperates with member States in the region and shares with them the idea of risk management as the 
process through which a society, or subsets within a society, have a positive impact on present and future 
risk levels by lowering them through structured capacity-building mechanisms. 
 
In the education sector, when a school building is vulnerable to natural hazards, the well-being of the entire 
community is at risk. In addition to providing educational facilities, schools often serve as meeting points for 
a community’s cultural events, libraries, and community centers for referenda, and other purposes.    
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At the same time, the vulnerability of educational infrastructure should not only be measured in terms of the 
catastrophic damage that could cause the collapse or destruction of buildings. It is also necessary to take 
steps to prevent less severe damage that could impair the continuity of the services provided in such 
buildings.                                                                                                                                                                       
 
It is now well known that damage to educational infrastructure caused by natural disasters has a direct 
negative bearing on the number of classes taught and, hence, on the quality of education.                               
Part of that notion of vulnerability, therefore, is that of housing and other vital infrastructure which leads to 
schools being used as shelters or alternative places of refuge, which then interrupt classes.  
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Therefore, one of the measures needed to protect schools in the event of natural disasters is the design 
and execution of programs to reduce the vulnerability of the education sector to natural hazards. 
 

The OAS and the vulnerability reduction of school buildings to natural disasters 
 
For over a decade, the OAS/DSD has been fostering activities in Latin America and the Caribbean to make 
school buildings less vulnerable to natural disasters, by strengthening national and local capabilities and 
promoting cooperation among governmental agencies, nongovernmental organizations, community groups, 
and the private sector. Our initial efforts, dating back to 1992, when we received financial assistance from 
USAID and the European Union Humanitarian Office (ECHO), resulted in the launching of the Education 
Sector Vulnerability Reduction to Natural Hazards Program (ESVRNHP) in Central America and the 
Caribbean in 1995. In September 1997, OAS/DSD prepared the Hemispheric Action Plan for the 
Vulnerability Reduction of the Education Sector to Natural Hazards (EDUPLAN Hemisférico) and, later that 
year, with the support of the Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV), it organized EDUPLANHemisférico’s 
First Conference.     
 
These efforts resulted in, among other things: The establishment of school building vulnerability profiles, 
national plans to reduce the vulnerability of school buildings to natural disasters, and school buildings 
maintenance plans.  
 
The process of analyzing the vulnerability of educational infrastructure to natural hazards should serve to 
redirect decisions regarding physical facilities in the education sector in such a way that future planning will 
be based on knowledge of the vulnerability variables and their possible impact on the education sector.  
 
It is with that in mind that the OAS/DSD is developing an education sector vulnerability reduction program 
that includes, among other measures, fostering the design and execution of educational infrastructure 
vulnerability reduction programs in accordance with clearly defined education sector policies, support for 
planning processes, the preparation of investment projects for mitigation and development and 
strengthening of financial management, and support for emergency preparedness. All of which will be 
based on the history of natural hazards in the region, analysis of vulnerability to them, and both structural 
and non-structural mitigation efforts.                                     
 
Objective:  
 
The objective of the Central America School Retrofitting Program (PRECA) is to create a sustainable 
process that helps reduce the vulnerability of schools to the danger of “suspension of classes” as a result of 
severe natural phenomena, be they hydro-meteorological, eolic, seismic, or volcanic. The Program aims to 
strengthen national and local capacity to retrofit vulnerable primary and secondary schools, by optimizing 
the use of local resources - construction materials, labor, and financial resources –in harmony with the 
environment and safeguarding development processes. Likewise, the program seeks to strengthen integral 
risk management capacity in the education sector, including identification of vulnerabilities and risk 
assessment, as well as financial management in such a way as optimize international cooperation, the 
availability of services and products in national and local markets, and the use of national budgets. 
 
With the Program, the idea is to prepare and execute actions to reduce the impacts of natural disasters on 
the education sector and to identify those parts of the infrastructure that could be damaged in the event of a 



natural disaster and for which preparedness and response measures therefore need to be worked out in 
advance. The Program will make it possible to reorient decision making with respect to educational 
infrastructure, so that decisions are based on knowledge of vulnerability and of the possible consequences 
of disasters.   
 
The Program’s activities support: 

- Vulnerability reduction policies;  
- Planning processes aimed at using information on natural hazards; and 

- Damage mitigation projects. 
 
Implementation of the Program involves: 

- Ministries of Education;  

- National agencies responsible for executing educational infrastructure;  

- Regional organizations; and  
- International technical cooperation and financing agencies/organizations. 

 
The OAS/DSD supports this program through technical assistance, the organization of training workshops, 
and the preparation of technical documents. Didactic materials cover, inter alia, the establishment of 
national programs, strategy preparation, the drafting of technical documents based on assessments, and 
execution of actions in the field. 
 
Policy recommendations 
 
At the same time and within the framework of this Program, OAS/DSD is currently working on a policy 
paper that seeks to establish the conceptual groundwork for a public policy with respect to risk management 
in the education sector in the Central American Isthmus that is anchored in a commitment to sustainable 
development. For that, it has to be integrated into much wider development policy and planning. 
 
The paper takes a holistic approach to reduction of education sector vulnerability to natural hazards, based 
on increased resilience on the part of local communities in the Central American Isthmus, in the context of 
climate change. Thus, the paper starts from the premise that “adaptation” is not possible for some 
communities and that, therefore, any public policy aimed at reducing vulnerability to natural hazards must 
include strategies and practices that boost the “capacity” of those communities to adapt to climate change 
and increasing climate variability. Land use planning and land tenure arrangements play a key role in any 
plausible solution. 
 
Within this approach, the paper argues that education sector vulnerability is not just about school 
infrastructure. It depends, rather, on where the school is located geographically in relation to both the 
natural threat it is exposed to and threats to its access roads, basic services, and the housing, health, 
electricity and other infrastructure that is vital to the population it serves.  
 
Education sector vulnerability reduction efforts should therefore focus on the risk of a suspension of 
classes. That is the only way to advance toward integrated risk management of a kind that will effectively 
boost the resilience of the education sector of the societies in the Americas as a whole. 
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